











We based our research	in	the	Empirical Method.	We followed an AWS	Active	Directory tutorial	[1] and	an implementation
guide from the	service provider Auth0	[2].	We created an AWS-managed AD	in	AWS,	linked it with a	previously created and	
deployed AWS	instance (Virtual	Computer)	and	modified the	instance's security group to	allow access from our computers.	
Both the	instance and	the	AWS-managed AD	were located in	the	same network domain,	and	established a	relationship of	
trust	among every entity within the	domain with the	purpose of	being able to	securely share	information and	resources
between all of	them without the	need of	revealing sensitive information like username or password.
We also created an Angular	web	application and	implemented a	service,	which is basically a	piece of	code,	that calls Auth0's	
API	requesting it to	communicate with social	networks like Facebook,	Twitter,	or even Gmail	on behalf of	the	web	application
to	perform authentication using the	profile's credentials.
Regarding materials used,	we used our personal	computers to	host	an authentication application built on Angular,	and	
Amazon	Web	Services (AWS)	instances (Virtual	Computers)	to	host	Active	Directory User Credentials,	to	which we could


























































With enterprises moving their IT infrastructure to
the cloud using providers like Amazon	
Web Services (AWS), security problems are not
reduced. In	fact, cloud computing brings new
security challenges. Our research investigates better
solutions on how companies can securely and easily
integrate applications in the cloud as well as aplica-
tions running	on a	local	server.
A third party authentication service was designed to
an application running on a	local	server; A cloud-
based Active Directory (database of user credentials
) service was linked to an AWS virtual computer run
ning an application;	and	a	local	Active Directory was
proposed to be connected to an AWS virtual
computer.
Implementing authentication through a third party
application was the easiest and least expensive solut
ion. However, implementing any of the other solu-
tions ensures more layers of security given the fo-
cus on information security of the cloud service
provider,	AWS.
